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Letter from the Editor

Hello soup lovers,

What is soup, really? Maybe soup is a food.  In that case, this is our food

issue. We’re like the Palmier, but better. Like. . . the Palmiest.

Maybe soup is an acronym. It stands for:

S - straw

O - out in the aquarium,

U - u are ready to slurp forbidden seafood chowder (fish tank),

P - probably forcibly removed from the aquarium.

Maybe soup is actually the most untouched section of Dewick and Carm. Who

in their right mind goes to the dining hall, spends a meal swipe and says,

“This would be a great time to eat soup.” Nah, that would be soup-id.

Maybe soup is a little dude. Here, I’ll draw him right now:

(he’s shy)

Or, maybe soup is all of these things, mixed in with the love and care of a

funny little comedy magazine.

Ain’t that a kick in the head?

xoxozambonixoxo

Disclaimer and Editorial Policy: The Zamboni is a student-run humor and satire publication of Tufts University. In no way do the
views expressed herein necessarily reflect those of Tufts University, or even the editors, writers, or probably anyone at all. So, don’t
go emailing the people listed in the staff box, especially since we make some of those names up. All material is meant to be viewed
as humorous, and should not be taken seriously, but keep in mind, we still love a good Viewpoints face-off and all of this material
will be on the test. We accept any and all submissions from Tufts students, but any references to Harvard University must be spelled
“Hah-vahd” (the Bunnell Clause). Submissions to The Zamboni are screened by the Editor-in-Chief and/or the Editorial Staff.
Decisions are made on the completely subjective grounds of their humor content, but if you’re a legacy, we have to take you (the
Harris Clause).

WANT TO SUBMIT YOUR CONTENT TO THE ZAMBONI?
SEND IT OUR WAY AT: tuftszamboni@gmail.com. Find us online at tuftszamboni.com

Zamboni meets every Wednesday at 9PM in Olin 007. Come join us!
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soup personality quiz

By anonymous

1. What is your spiritual age?

a) haha my bones make funny noises every time i

move

b) am baby

c) Time is a social construct

d) 69

2. What side dish do you eat with your soup?

a) Croutons

b) Grilled cheese

c) Goldfish

d) Soup IS a side dish

3. What would you do if there was a soup shortage?

a) Costco run

b) Invest in dogecoin

c) Manslaughter

d) Seppuku

4. What’s your favorite season?

a) Summer

b) Fall

c) Winter

d) Spring

5. Choose a quote:

a) “I didn’t choose the Taco Bell life. The Taco Bell

life chose me”

b) “Misdemeanors are temporary, style is forever”

c) “Nothing says love like matching tramp stamps”

d) “The mitochondria is the powerhouse of the

cell”

6. Last 4 digits of social???? 👉👈
a) 1234

b) 6969

c) b00b

d) 🥵🥵🥵🥵

7. Should I tell my parents I’m adopted?

a) No

b) no

c) nO

d) they can never no

8. Where were you on the night of September 21?

a) Depends, where was your mom on the night of

September 21?

b) Jumboning

c) Olive garden

d) you’ll never catch me alive *jumps out window*

Now…

Tally up the number of a’s, b’s, c’s, and d’s to reveal which soup you are!

A - Chicken Noodle Soup

You are the scum of the earth (affectionate). Barnacles on the bottom of the whale parts they find washed up

on the beach. You are pretty hot doe

B - Pumpkin Soup

You are spooky, scary, and very likely a skeleton. But you also have a big squishy heart

C - Seafood Bisque

Babe you are literally a turtle. I don’t know what else to tell you.

D - minecraft:suspicious_stew

You are a feral college student
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Tour Guide

By Lillian Kirk

Welcome prospective students, we’re so excited to have you back at Tufts! After a long, slumb’ry sojourn, students

are getting settled in their nests, so consider this article your guide to campus.

Tufts campus itself was founded on the border of Medford and Somerville because there is what’s known as a faerie

rift between the two cities, which demarcated the border between two ancient factions of fae in the early 19th

century. Jumbo, our most dear and glorious founder, wisely sought out such a prime spot to secure the best alchemy

program in any American institution. Time has since passed, and alchemy as a study has gone out of fashion, having

been officially dropped as a major in 1920 after a scandal costing tens of thousands of deaths on the Western Front.

Our proud alchemist heritage may not be present on campus today, but the faerie rift remains! Here are all the

locations that you may find useful when navigating around campus:

Pearson:

The chemistry building used to house all the alchemy classes and as such is the most magically unstable spot on

campus. This has been patched over by a happy robot on the back, but the front remains a facade that envelops all

the air around it. This heavy, oppressive feeling slowly leeches off the auras from passersby who’re late to their next

class and looking for a shortcut, too foolish to realize that their essence is being stored within the bowels of Pearson.

Legend has it that when the moon is full and she has leached enough aura from Tufts students, Pearson will explode

and let out the faerie folk from their long slumber beneath the Tufts campus, whereupon they will have their revenge

for the theft of their homeland and eternal imprisonment. This is, of course, only a story: Pearson is designed to

implode (so as not to harm the students outside the building) in the case of such an event.

Aidekman:

The Aidekman basement is home to a series of portals that transport you across space. If you are trying to find a

practice room under Granoff, do not be surprised when, after long hours of fruitless searching for a room, you exit

out of the Jackson Gym. This is to be expected, and any classes that are underneath Granoff, Aidekman, or Jackson

will excuse any absence if you email the professor saying “I was lost in the tunnels.”

If, however, you are running late to another class, with a little bit of trial and error you can learn which portals link

to different exits all around campus. I live in Granoff, for example, and I always have that one class in Olin every

semester. I simply walk downstairs to the practice room (the exact room rotates with the phases of the moon) and

turn left into the wall, which leads me to the 3rd floor of Olin every time. There are even portals that lead off campus,

which are helpful for sending students off on field research and bringing rock samples for geology classes. It is also

where the Quidditch pitch is located because there is no room on campus for it.

That grate in front of Olin that is always steaming:

The Ninja Turtles live down there. They are currently microwaving pizza.

The Realm of the Dead:

This is the space between the back of Aidekman and the basketball court on top of the parking garage. This is where

the dead souls of Tufts students lie. They are restless, so it is good practice to hold your breath while traversing to

avoid possession. They say that no one has ever emerged from there alive, which is not entirely true. If you make eye

contact, you join the dead, so do not take your eyes off of your feet as you slowly trudge to God knows where. If you

look up, all is lost, but there have been those who, by taking proper precautions, have made it with only mild trauma.

It occurs to me that I am mostly writing this guide to help cope with my crippling agoraphobia. Huh.

Acorn Head:

The acorn head is the last remnant of the Tufts Zamboni mascot who was caught in the midst of interdimensional

travel. He was ready to exit the portal when his thicc frame did not fit, and the only thing that could escape was his
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bronzèd noggin. The rift closed with his head still out. We keep his head on the ground where it fell as a memorial.

Poor bugger.

Unfortunately, the Tufts administration does not view Acorn Head’s grassy patch as its own wonderific location

deserving of our respect for all he’s done for our fair university. Acorn head is incorrectly considered a part of Eaton

and therefore subject to renovations. As such, he currently resides in a box with no airholes. Although he can hold

his breath for multiple years, life in a box is lonely. Acorn Head was instrumental in subduing the Great Goblinquake

of 1974, a valued member of Tufts Symphony Orchestra, protector of campus, and dear friend to all campus bunnies.

He does not deserve such treatment and should be freed henceforth!

Lane:

The dinosaur footprint in the top floor of Lane is a time portal. This is similar to the Aidekman basement, but this

portal unfortunately leads to a particularly wintry evening in the Cretaceous period. But, it can be used if you are

really late for a class and are willing to wait around for millions of years. Dinosaurs have occasionally escaped from

the footprint, which is why TUPD is always circling Lane hall. TUPD stands for Tufts UnderPaid Dinosaurs (no

relation to TUPD, the overpaid police department). Sometimes, when you are a dinosaur without a safety net, the

university picks you up, gives you a job, promises benefits that they don’t deliver on, and suddenly you are expected

to be at their beck and call to hunt down the university’s enemies for not even a living wage.

Hopefully, with this guide, you may avoid magical mishaps and maybe like, not die? Dying’s bad. Would not

recommend. You may have chosen a university with a campus intent on killing you, but, uh, now you know how

you’re gonna die?

Cheers!

L. Kirk

My Half-Semester Study Abroad in Marlborough, MA

By James Smith

This semester, I got an unexpected opportunity to study abroad in the exotic Marlborough, MA (pronounced

MAH-boh-roh, Mass in the local language). It’s around a 30-minute drive, so I made sure to download a bunch of

ebooks for the trip! I went in the typical Ford Focus instead of a plane, to get the true Marlborough experience.

I tried the staple food called “chickie tendies,” which translates to “chicken tenders” in English. They’re very crispy

and taste good with a sauce called “ketchup,” which is made with tomatoes and vinegar. What a foreign

combination!

One thing that I did not expect was the lack of a soft-serve machine. We are so lucky in Medford/Somerville to have

the privilege of proper ice-cream dispensing, which is essential to good health.

The host family was very friendly and treated me like I was a part of the family. They even insisted that I come back

every year for Thanksgiving and Christmas. The mom exclaimed: “James, did you get a concussion out there? I’m

your mother!” What nice people.

It was a lot of work speaking in another language, especially since there are no Rs, but I feel like I’m really immersed

in the local language and culture. We took a trip down to “Mom’s basement,” which is apparently a rarely visited part

of Marlborough, MA.

Studying abroad really gives a person perspective, and I’d like to personally thank President Monaco for allowing us

to have this enriching experience.
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Find the Answer Key at tuftszamboni.com !!
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Tufts Zamboni Ranks…..Dora the Explorer Characters!!!

Dora the Explorer Characters!!!

We all love Dora the Explorer. The hit fourth-wall-breaking animated series of the 2000s taught us Spanish,

counting, and other essential life skills.

When I was ten, I was riding the bus home from school and explaining to a classmate my excitement for a Dora the

Explorer special. The episode featured Swiper in a larger role (hence my excitement). He asked why I still watched

Dora at 10 and disengaged from the conversation. I resented that. Now, I rank the characters from best to worst.

1. Swiper. This guy was the best. The antagonist of

the series was always trying to mess up Dora’s

adventures. He wore a bandana and gloves (no other

clothes). He was sneaky, sly, and a good guy deep

down despite his kleptomaniac tendencies. Swiper got

so caught up in the idea of winning, he forgot to follow

his heart.

2. Boots. A talking monkey. Need I say more? Boots

wore red boots and was always so goofy. Quirky and a

charming sidekick. Without Boots, Dora the Explorer

never would’ve gotten so popular.

3. Big Red Chicken. A chicken who was big and

red. Comically large animals are always a hit and Big

Red Chicken is a testament to that.

4. Backpack. Positive and upbeat, no one could

keep the spirits of ol’ backpack down. Backpack is

purple (top 3 color imo).

5. Grumpy Old Troll. Look at him. Why does he

look like that? He’s so goofy. He’s just so grumpy and

cantankerous. I love him.

6. Map. Constantly anxious, which is relatable. The

Map song goes unbelievably hard. The Dora Explorer

wiki says he likes rapping and parties.
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7. Saorsie Ronan. Understated but loud. Quirky but

relatable. Terrific actress. Stars in critically-acclaimed

movies such as Lady Bird and Little Women.

8. Tico. Look at this unusually large squirrel. Look at

his vest. When I started this list, Tico slipped my

mind. However, I realized Tico was always severely

underrated and we should have appreciated him while

he was still with us. He will be missed.

9. Abuela. The matriarch of the Marquez family

cannot be stopped. A caring grandmother and a

delightful cook. We love her.

10. Fiesta Trio. These little bug guys played the

score to Dora’s life. I don’t see enough love for the

Fiesta Trio. Like the whole reason why Dora was so

cool was because they had a “We Did It!” song.

Thanks Fiesta Trio.

11. Diego. Dora’s cousin. It was pointed out to me

that Go Diego Go! respected its audience more than

Dora. This is so true. I imagine that Dora is very

social at the Marquez family gatherings and Diego is

like the nice quiet himbo who just waddles around

and talks to animals all night. Like Kristoff in Frozen

2. For that, I respect him.

12. Mami Marquez. A rock of Dora’s life. An

archaeologist (cool). The motivation behind Dora’s

adventures.

13. Benny the Bull. I don’t even know what to say

about good ol’ Benny. He’s a bull. He’s kinda clumsy

which is cool. His character design walked the line of

wholesome and deeply unsettling tbh.
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14. Dora. Hot take, I know. Dora is our guide. She’s

so lively and always ready for an adventure. Like

Dora’s cool, but she’s not the most interesting

character in a show with an anxious anthropomorphic

map and a talking monkey. She also gets a little bit

pestering at times. Like, Dora, I know where Swiper

is. He’s right behind you.

15. Señor Toucan. Everyone needs a Senor Toucan

in their lives. The wise but feisty grandpa. However,

he is unfortunately the third best Toucan character in

animated media, behind Zazu and Toucan Sam.

16. Val the Octopus. Val’s got tentacles and can

hold many items at a time as a result. Val’s a little bit

wacky and quirky.

17. The Trains. They were all different colors. Two

of them were green and blue (I like those colors).

Azul is the best of them.

18. Isa the Iguana. I literally have no recollection

of an Iguana character. Like who is this?

19. Explorer Stars. Ok sure I guess. I don’t really

remember their deal.

20. Papi Marquez. Dora’s father. He’s a good guy.
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Tony x Soup

By Maya Lahiri

Tony: u up?

Soup: yea

Tony: ... im lonly

Soup: me to

Tony: cornstarch aint the only thing that’ll thicken you up 😏

Soup: guh!!!!!!

Tony: im... im a lil turned on ngl bb. do u fel the same wei?

Soup: tomato.. Soo.up

Tony: not sure how its possible bb but i think im weter than u

Office of Equal Opportunity: im oeo

Tony: 3 some?????

Office of Equal Opportunity: we need consent bc im oeo. also, im oeo.

Soup: i thoght it was oreo?

Tony: stfu now im not in the mood

Soup: oh no sry bab y

Tony: *cums and dies*

Office of Equal Opportunity: mwahahaha

Soup: soup

Soup Proof

By Soup Enthusiast (PhD)
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Bad Soup

Matzoh Cock and Balls

It’s not a Tuesday, but it’s Tuesday vibes, but like, the Tuesday of a long weekend. But not the last day of the

weekend. It’s a long weekend and Wednesday is also free, so you’re moderately big chilling. It did have biology vibes,

which makes sense because it was soup, and biology vibes do not make for a good soup. It was a small tiddy day. The

tiddies were miniscule, but the nipples were large… temporarily. Upon consuming the soup, the nipples fell off the

body. My mom ordered me soup from a deli in Cambridge :(

Lemme preface this by: water tastes bad. Water has never helped no one. If I had to choose between water and being

bitten by a very angry panda, I would choose the panda. Soup is what water could’ve been in a better world. Water

wants to be soup, but it’s in its third year of community college and failed all its classes and it’s like, “should I do it

all again, or should I have followed my dad’s advice and gone to trade school? So like, hmm, I could be a plumber

right now, but now I’m taking my third year of community college. Am I gonna be an assistant manager at Sephora?

What’s the vibe?” That’s what water is asking itself and to this day, has never left the community college.

Underwhelming. Disappointing. Pathetic.

This soup is basically water with one large matzoh ball in it that tastes like cardboard, but not in a good way.

Cardboard can be good when you want the cronch. Or if you’re on a hamster vibe, and you wanna nibble on some

cardboard. We’ve all been there. But this matzoh ball was not there. This matzoh was distinctly, and I think

maliciously, not a hamster.

So this soup was almost water, in the way that could’ve been something better. And then it wasn’t. That’s when I

pulled my cock out, and that pain turned to pleasure. Matzoh cock and balls. But I wish this soup tasted like cock. If

it tasted like sweaty balls, it would’ve been preferable. An ideal soup is like a lesbian’s sweaty balls. And this soup

was watery. SPIRO! This soup was on spironolactone, and I think I might be able to salvage this mentally. But this

soup was not on spiro per se. It is too devoid of substance. It was unnatural. It had everything it needed for success

and chose wrong deliberately on every turn.

I should’ve poured milk in the soup, if I had 5% milk, it would’ve been saved. I need to go to CVS later tonight, I

might save the next soup. This soup could’ve been. It doesn’t have my begrudging respect either. It couldn't have

been great, but it could’ve been anything else, and it chose to be unfathomably bad. You know, like the cartouche,

like the oval that you put around the pharaoh's name to protect them from demons. This soup needed a cartouche

because of the demons I’m sending after it. The world would have been better without this soup and it should feel

ashamed. I feel ashamed for consuming even a spoonful of it. It has been four weeks. It has finally been removed

from my fridge. I have lost the ability to feel remorse.
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SOUP-RELATED INJURIES

By Soupy McSoupface, JD

If you or a loved one has been impacted by the following circumstances, you may be entitled to soup-stantial

compensation:

● Soup and fall (on soup)

● Soup too bad

● Soup too good

● Fly in soup

● Drank chemicals (evil soup)

● Vegan

● Spoken to me

● Horse sedative enthusiast

● Tiny hands, too small to hold soup bowl

● Pro-Carm before Fall 2021

● Mi-soup-thelioma

● Drinking (soup) and driving (soup (not soup))

● As part of our veteran’s assistance program: if you are attending or have attended the following courses:

EC 5, Comp 11, Bio 14 (2020 only), Phy 1 + 2, Chem 51/53, Phil 1

■ o7 we salute you

Call Soup & Zoop Partners, LLC. at 1-800-420-SOUP and see if you qualify today!

Help im trapped in a chowder factory. They’re holding me against my will and forcing me to write about soup. I hate soup. Except when it’s cereal. Raisin

bran. Mmm cereal. You know who also loves cereal? Garfield. At least i think he does, because he likes lasagna and therefore he is sane. I am a garf

kinnie. I got kidnapped while i was at furry con im not a furry but people want to fight me if im in the garfield suit outside of the con. Help help help. Is it

possible to excommunicate someone from a religion you are not a part of?

Art by sandwich
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Things that Go Bump in the Night

By Ramboni

Dedicated to my upstairs neighbor

1. Sex

2. Gay sex

3. Frat boy gay sex

4. Drunk frat boy gay sex

5. No homo drunk frat boy gay sex

6. Group fondling no homo drunk frat boy gay sex

7. Econ major group fondling no homo drunk frat boy gay sex

8. Keg stand

Application to be a frat wing woman

By Alpha Beta Cock

Dear any and all interested fraternity brothers,

I am a bored student who wants to improve the social scene on campus. I am here to offer my services to you as a

professional wing woman. Since most of you can’t get anyone at all, being seen in my general vicinity will really up

your chances of another girl being interested in looking at you, and maybe even talking to you. I will make sure that

you look much more appealing to the groups of girls that come into your frat house to get alcohol and leave. You’re

welcome.

You will see that I have a great deal of experience and applicable skills. For one, I know how to have conversations

with men (not sure if I can say the same for y’all when it comes to women). I will teach you guys how to speak to girls

without getting scared and running away or immediately starting talking about something that no one cares about,

like sports.

I will also work on improving your confidence to go up and talk to girls. “You can do it, Chad! Finally talk to the girl

who’s been in your econ class for an entire semester and always says hi, but you don’t say hi back! It’s not that hard!”

As you can see, I am very motivational.

More about me: I am charming, funny, charismatic, and sometimes constipated. I love short walks on the beach and

long walks off a short pier. You will find me a great addition to every party, barbecue, and group orgy (I want to be
1

in the middle!). Please let me know if my wing woman skills seem impressive enough for your dumb asses. I will

hang out with you guys in exchange for free beer.

Looking forward to your response!

XOXO

1
A group orgy is defined as the set of college students with the binary operation acting on two members and resulting in a

third member which should ideally join the threesome. It is associative because no matter the starting pair, the sex will be

euphoric. It has an identity element for every element a as a · e = a if we define e to be Greg, who is simply a bad lay. It has

an inverse element because if anyone were to masturbate, (that is to say a · a) Greg will surely be there, the creep! In some

college campuses, this group can be generated by a single element because they are always in an orgy involving the entire

campus. A group orgy should not be confused with a singular orgy, which happens every Tuesday from 5-6pm in the

Ballou basement staff lounge. See JumboLife for details.
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Ode to Soup from someone who is way too into soup

By Dewicky Carmichael

Oh soup,

With your silky noodles, pillowy gnocchi,

And circle carrot slices that would be fit for hockey.

And like in a hockey match,

The sight of your celery stick,

Makes my meat cylinder hard like a hockey stick.

My dear darling soup,

If you would be so kind,

To lend me your bowl for some carnal time.

Soup,

I’m not asking lightly,

When I ask you to caress my Richard ever so slightly…

Let me fuck the soup.

LET ME FUCK THE SOUPPPPPP

Best Comedy Set

By Anon

Ever book a venue and then lose the entire script for your set? Use this comedy set, courtesy of Zamboni Magazine!

This set is a real winner (0% Refund Rate!). You will be sure to get all the ladies, gentlemen, and nonbinary

persons you desire. It will get everyone. You’ll have to plan an orgy where you perform your second comedy set

(not included in this package).

Hellooooooo, KFC Rocket Mortgage Raid Shadow Legends Arena!

*wait for cheers, sobbing, and applause to subside, may take up to 30 min*

So, uhhhh what starts with D and ends with ICK? *pause for dramatic effect*

Dewick!

*Applause is heard for miles. I am given the Yesbel peace prize, which is like the nobel peace prize but for people

who can’t take no for an answer. In fact, that is how I got this venue: I just showed up even though they said I

couldn’t, that Rudy Giuliani was set to speak here instead, oh fuck is that 23-time Olympic gold medallist Michael

Phelps with a gu—*

23-time Olympic gold medallist Michael Phelps: pool is life
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Which questionable object in Dewick are you?

By me

Center table

● No set purpose in life

● Salad enjoyer

● Humor stuck in 2016

Soft Serve Machine

● People love you unless it’s Sunday or Thursday

● Worked at McDonald’s

● Frequent mental breakdowns

Straight powder from the Hot Chocolate Machine

● Poker face

● Used exceptional Pass/Fail

● Loves the winter

Pancake machine

● Freshman

● CS Major

● Disappointment to parents

8PM Broccoli with Garlic & Oil

● Only watches female streamers

● Hands always cold

● Sad

Hot water spout that is actually acid

● Quick to temper

● Sidechat lurker

● Loves spilling the Tea™

Burnt waffle stuck in waffle maker

● Attachment issues

● Perfectionist

● Senior

S q u i s h y tangerine

● Professors are concerned about you

● Kindlevan Smoothie Enjoyer

● Slept through class multiple times

Cake cones

● Jaw makes weird popping noise

● Eats food in bed

● Loves Soft Serve Machine

Dish found outside of Harleston

● Cryptid

● Lives off-campus

● Greek life adjacent

A Cry for Help

:(

I contain multiple crocogators in my back pocket. I am afeared of crocogators and their reptilian kin. They are

spooky. They are scary. And I am but a weak and fragile toad. My pockets. They shudder in fear. I have. Regrets.

Many of them. Please save me.

I would pull them out of my pockets myself, but they snap and try to eat me and make me all sad on the inside

whenever I try. They have been with me as long as I can remember. I have never gotten a full night’s rest.

Crocogators snore. I haven’t been able to use my pockets and I am but a humble toad who cannot lift a purse, so

carrying personal effects has been a struggle. I am in need. Of assistance. I do not like crocogators. Please help.

I once had an aunt who was a crocogator. Then she divorced my uncle and has not been in contact with the family,

so I am reticent to call her my aunt, especially as I never knew her growing up. This does not contribute to my fear or

crocogators. It is just a fun fact about me. Please, somebody. Remove these crocogators. From my trousers.

- :(
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Soup Ex-Lover

By anti-soup girl

i don’t know much of soup

cheddar broccoli soup

chicken noodle soup

tomato soup

my ex was a soup lover

he tried to teach me about

foodstuff

now he loves another

i guess i did not love soup

enough

Not a Haiku

By English Major

Extraordinaire

this could be a cool

haiku but instead I write

what I want because,,,

wait it is a haiku

but not anymore

Oops

The Man who

Loved Soup

By also Anti-Soup girl

there once was a lad who loved

soup

but when he ate it, he could

not poop

he was in bliss

all he did was piss

until he died from too much

gloop

Please: a poem

by stephen

please don’t turn me into a soup

Top 10 worst places to have soup

By Andrew Zhang

1. Carmichael

2. Hodgdon second floor bathroom

3. DDewick at night

4. Cumbucks

5. Your mom’s house (jk ily Theresa call me back bb grl <3)

6. Hodge-on-the-walk

7. 8:16am, August 6th, 1945, Hiroshima, Japan

8. Carmichael

I fucking hate soup, it’s like an adult’s version of baby food. Who the fuck decided that blending vegetables was a

good idea? We have fucking teeth for a reason. Fuck you.
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SOUP(comic)
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SOUP TIER LIST

By Zamboni staff

The following is a ranking of soups that was deliberated on by Zamboni magazine staff for NINE HUNDRED

AND SIXTY HOURS (for real). Blood has been spilled over this tier list.

S-tier

Benadryl + 5 hour energy (sssssssssssssssssssssss 🐍 I HAVE BECOME GOD)

French onion soup

Pasta water

Old wooden bucket filled with water and leaves

Mac & Cheese (store bought, Kraft)

A-tier

Tomato soup + grilled cheese

Tony soup (soup with Tony)

What’s red and pasta all over? Lasagna in a blender.

Clam chowdah

B-tier

Saltwater pool (the ocean)

Tomato soup

Bone broth

C-tier

Fruity Pebbles, dehydrated marshmallows, and Red Bull (breakfast of champions)

Mid soup (soup that contains mid energy)

Clam chowder

Dewick VG Red Quinoa White Bean Garden Vegetable

D-tier

Chlorinated pool

Straight up mercury (ny tonge huwts)

Tomato soup (NY style)

ED-tier

If you or a loved one struggles with erectile dysfunction, consult a doctor today to see if horse sedatives would be

right for you

E(gg)-tier

Egg

Elephant Piss

10 hour energy (5 Hour Energy + 5 Hour Energy)

Bad Soup

Whatever the hell kinda soup is in the Bad Soup article (page 10)
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F-tier

Sweet Potato Raisin

Finding out you’re colorblind by missing a stoplight

Getting pulled over for running a (red?) light

Getting into a “violent altercation” with a cop

Being found guilty of “vehicular manslaughter” (still don’t understand how my lawyer managed to convince the

jury it wasn’t intentional when I hit the fucker four times)

Missing parole for “not having regrets”

Not being able to see our daughter grow up, or see your face again, or even get a letter back. I miss you and I am

sorry that I can’t be with you. I’m sorry that I caused you pain before I left, and I’m sorry that I can’t fix it from

here. I’m not sorry I ran over that cop. Bastard deserved it.
2

Chicken noodle

A Soupy Poem :3

By William Soupspeare

When the soup hits…

I contain soup

Soup is gud

When I grow up

I want to be a soup

Vanilla soup,

Chocolate soup,

Stwabewwy soup,

Are all gud soup.

I once ran a soup stand

I didn’t make any money.

Now I am soupless

You can’t give out soup anymore in this economy

If I had a soup,

Then I would be

Unstoppable
But I don’t.

But I am soup

Why am I selling soup if I am soup

Wait, if I am soup and I ran out of soup

Where did I go

Aaaaaaaaaaaaa

Aaaaaaaa

Aaa

Aaaaaaaaaaa

I am being consumed

I don’t like being soup

The life expectancy

Is too low

When you are soup

I�require�your�bones

Give�them�to�me

I�honger
_____________________

2
The Tufts Zamboni does not condone vehicular manslaughter, or vehicular homicide. Drive safely.
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